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Figure 1: In-the-wild facial makeup consists of both color transfer and pattern addition. We propose a holistic method that

can transfer the color and pattern from a reference makeup style to another image.

Abstract

Makeup transfer is the task of applying on a source face

the makeup style from a reference image. Real-life makeups

are diverse and wild, which cover not only color-changing

but also patterns, such as stickers, blushes, and jewelries.

However, existing works overlooked the latter components

and confined makeup transfer to color manipulation, fo-

cusing only on light makeup styles. In this work, we pro-

pose a holistic makeup transfer framework that can han-

dle all the mentioned makeup components. It consists of an

improved color transfer branch and a novel pattern trans-

fer branch to learn all makeup properties, including color,

shape, texture, and location. To train and evaluate such a

system, we also introduce new makeup datasets for real and

synthetic extreme makeup. Experimental results show that

our framework achieves the state of the art performance on

both light and extreme makeup styles. Code is available at

https://github.com/VinAIResearch/CPM .

1. Introduction

Across thousands of years of history, humankind has

been fascinated with facial beauty. Humans, particularly fe-

males, want to be attractive, and facial appearance is a cru-

cial part of this. The cosmetic industry, as reported in 2007,

generates a turnover of about $170 billion each year [27].

Among face beautification techniques, makeup is the most

popular method, accompanied by a wide range of commer-

cial products including foundation, eye shadow, lipsticks,

blushes, stickers, facial drawings, and facial accessories.

Due to the popularity of makeup, makeup try-on is an

vital application in both retail and entertainment. Among

makeup try-on techniques, makeup transfer is the most con-

venient and effective way. Makeup transfer is the task of

transferring the makeup style from one reference face to an-

other face. This task is not trivial; it needs to extract makeup

components from the composited reference image. It also

needs to analyze the face structure to transfer makeup com-

ponents between unaligned faces correctly, and there are

many factors to account for, including head pose, illumi-

nation, facial expressions, and occlusions.

Deep-learning-based generative models are leading

methods in tackling this problem. BeautyGAN [16] and

BeautyGlow [6] can provide realistic after-makeup images

for simple styles on frontal faces. PSGAN [12] man-

ages to handle faces at various head poses and expressions,

while CA-GAN [14] focuses on fine-grained makeup-color

matching. However, these methods can only work with sim-

ple makeup styles based on color distributed in cosmetic re-

gions such as skin foundations, lipsticks, and eye-shadows.

They fail miserably on the complex makeups that rely on

shape, texture, and location, such as blushes, face paintings,

and makeup jewelries. Only LADN [10] considers these ex-
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treme makeups, but its results are far from satisfactory.

In this work, we consider makeup as a combination of

color transformation and pattern addition. We aim to trans-

form the color distribution like previous methods while also

preserving the shape and appearance of the makeup pattern.

To achieve this objective, we introduce a framework with

two branches: Color Transfer Branch and Pattern Transfer

Branch, which could be run independently in parallel. In the

Color Transfer Branch, we employ a CycleGAN-like net-

work structure driven by Histogram Matching as suggested

by BeautyGAN [16]. In the Pattern Transfer Branch, we

learn to extract the makeup pattern mask in a supervised

manner. Noticeably, unlike previous methods, both our

branches work on warped faces in UV space, thus discard-

ing the discrepancy between these faces in terms of shape,

head pose, and expression. The results of the two branches

are fused to generate the desired output.

We also introduce new makeup-transfer datasets, con-

sisting of both synthetic and real images, and covering a

wide range of makeup styles. They include extreme makeup

styles, which do not exist in previous makeup datasets.

Using the novel network architecture and the newly

collected datasets for training, we obtain an all-inclusive

makeup transfer method that outperforms all previous meth-

ods in terms of coverage, as shown in Fig. 2b. We also

run comprehensive experiments, both qualitative and quan-

titative, and proposed makeup-transfer benchmarks. Our

method outperforms other methods on both light and ex-

treme makeup transfer by a wide margin.

In short, our contributions are: (1) We pose makeup

as a combination of color transformation and pattern addi-

tion, and develop a comprehensive makeup transfer method

that works for both light and extreme styles. (2) We de-

sign a novel architecture with two branches for color and

pattern transfer, and we propose to use warped faces in

the UV space when training two network branches to dis-

card the discrepancy between input faces in terms of shape,

head pose, and expression. (3) We introduce new makeup-

transfer datasets containing extreme styles that have not

been considered in the previous datasets. (4) We obtain

state-of-the-art quantitative and qualitative performance.

2. Related Work

Facial Makeup Transfer. Facial makeup has been stud-

ied [18] in computer vision. Given an arbitrary facial image

with the desired makeup style, makeup transfer aims to an-

alyze and replicate that makeup to a source image.

Traditional methods [11, 22] focused on image prepos-

sessing techniques, such as landmark extraction and ad-

justment [28] or reflectance manipulation [15]. Recently,

due to high-performance hardware and the ability to gener-

ate aesthetic images, GANs are widely-used for image-to-

image translation tasks, including facial makeup synthesis.

CycleGAN-based models [2, 32] were introduced to trans-

fer face-to-face makeup styles in an unsupervised manner.

For more realistic outcomes, BeautyGAN [16] used His-

togram Matching at each facial region to guide the instance-

level makeup synthesis. BeautyGLOW [6] proposed to de-

compose makeup and non-makeup components in the latent

space, using the GLOW framework [13]. LADN [10] incor-

porated multiple and overlapping local discriminators for

extreme makeup transfers. PSGAN [12] employed an At-

tentive Makeup Morphing module to handle transfer across

different head poses and facial expressions. Lately, CA-

GAN [14] proposed color discriminators to improve fine-

grain makeup color transfer at the lips and eye regions.

Most aforementioned methods only consider light

makeup based on color transformation in cosmetic regions

such as lips and eye-shadows. In-the-wild makeup styles,

however, can also cover pattern-based components such as

stickers, face drawings, and decoration. To the best of

our knowledge, only LADN [10] focused on those extreme

makeup styles, however, it has several limitations. First,

due to the unsupervised setup, it cannot handle complicated

makeup patterns with fine details. Second LADN suffers

when the head pose of the source and the reference faces

are different, producing noticeable artifacts. Finally, it gen-

erates low-quality outputs with evident image degradation

traits such as JPEG compression noise and blurry edges.

In this paper, we propose a holistic makeup framework

that handles both makeup color and pattern transfer. Our

method overcomes the limitations of LADN; it can deal

with complicated makeup patterns, be robust to head pose,

and produce high-quality outputs.

Although several datasets of makeup faces have been as-

sembled [4, 5, 7, 10, 16], they mainly cover either light or

color-focused makeup styles. Since adding patterns is an

important part of makeup, pattern-included makeup trans-

fer datasets should be built. We, therefore, introduce such

novel datasets for both real and synthetic makeups.

3D Face Modelling from a single image. To transfer

makeup components between faces, we need to understand

their facial structures. The human face is a 3D object, and

there are many 3D features affecting its appearance in im-

ages such as shape, pose, and expression. Thus, reconstruct-

ing a 3D face for each input image is crucial to our task.

3D face modeling from single images has been studied

for more than two decades [26]. Among various classical

approaches, 3D-morphable models (3DMMs) [1, 17, 20]

were the most successful. A 3DMM is a parameterized

statistical representation of the 3D faces’ manifold learned

from 3D face scans. Basel Face Model (BFM) [17] is the

most popular 3DMM, which approximates any 3D face as

a weighted sum of a mean face and principal shape com-

ponents. The 3D modeling task is then converted to weight

optimization so that the composited 3D face is similar to the
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BGAN [16] ✓
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(b) Comparison with other methods

Figure 2: Overview of the proposed framework. ’Control.’ indicates controllable for partial makeup transfer.

one in the input image.

Like most other computer vision tasks, 3D face modeling

is experiencing fast growth in recent years thanks to deep

learning. The first attempts to apply deep learning on this

task relied on 3DMM parameter regression via supervised

training [19, 23, 33]. MoFA [21] proposed to use an auto-

encoder for unsupervised training. Tran and Liu [25] ex-

ploited the auto-encoder to learn a nonlinear 3DMM model

for better 3D fitting. PRNet [9] designed a 2D representa-

tion, called UV position map, to encode the aligned 3D face

shape, thus converting 3D face modeling to an image-to-

image translation problem. The UV representation is easy

to use and manipulate, thanks to its 2D form while remov-

ing the effect of head poses and expressions. The later 3D

face modeling works mainly focused on reconstructing 3D

details for realistic modeling [3, 24, 29].

In this paper, we employ PRNet [9] in our system since

its accuracy is sufficiently good for our task. Furthermore,

we take advantage of its UV representation for effective

makeup swapping across faces.

3. Color-&-Pattern Makeup Transfer Method

Let Ins denote the source image (s) with non-

makeup (n) and Imr the reference image (r) with the de-

sired makeup (m). Our goal is to obtain Ims , an image of

the source face with transferred makeup from the reference

image. It requires learning a function F such that:

F(Ins , I
m
r ) = Ims (1)

In this section, we will describe our method to learn this

function. Our method is designed based on the following

two insights. First, the source and target images are not

aligned due to different 3D head poses, face shapes, and fa-

cial expressions. To remove the misalignment, we should

register these images to a uniform template before transfer-

ring makeup, and we specifically propose to use the UV

map representation. Second, makeup transfer should be

viewed as a combination of color transformation and pattern

addition. Pattern addition is categorically different from

color transformation, and it should be explicitly handled by

a specific module of the proposed solution.

In overview, our method consists of the following three

steps. First, the input images Ins , I
m
r are converted to UV

texture maps Tn
s , T

m
r . Second, the texture maps are passed

to two parallel branches for color-based and pattern-based

makeup transferred. Third, the makeup-transferred texture

Tm
s is formed by combining the outputs of those branches,

and this UV texture map is converted to the image space

to obtain the final output Ims . The pipeline of our method

is depicted in Fig. 2a. In the rest of this section, we will

describe the details of the main components.

3.1. UV map conversion
UV map representation is a common technique for 3D

object texture mapping in computer graphics. The object’s

texture is flattened into a 2D image, and each 3D vertex

of the object is associated with a 2D location on the im-

age, called UV coordinates, for color sampling. PRNet [9]

extended this idea and introduced a UV position map rep-

resentation to encode any 3D face shape. It is a 2D image

with three channels encoding the XYZ coordinates of the

3D face with respect to the camera coordinates. This UV

map is well registered; each pixel in the map corresponds

to a fixed semantic point on the face regardless of the input

head pose. Alongside the UV position map, we do texture

mapping to get the paired texture map. The UV position

map packs all information about face shape, head pose, and

facial expression, while the mapped texture is invariant to

those aspects.

Given an input facial image I , we can use the pre-trained

model of PRNet, denoted as UV , to extract the correspond-

ing UV position map S and the UV texture T . The input

image can be recovered from these UV representations via

a rendering function UV
−1.

S, T := UV(I) and I := UV
−1(S, T ). (2)

To transfer makeup between source and reference images
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with different head poses, we use these UV map presenta-

tions. First, we apply the conversion function UV on each

input image Ins and Imr to get the corresponding UV maps

(Ss, T
n
s ) and (Sr, T

m
r ). Note that the UV position maps Ss

and Sr depend only on 3D face shapes, thus being indepen-

dent of the makeup styles. Then, we pass the texture maps

Tn
s and Tm

r to the color and pattern transfer branches to get

makeup swapped in UV space. The outputs of two branches

are blended into final texture images Tm
s . Finally, we apply

the rendering function to convert it back to standard image

representation: Ims = UV
−1(Ss, T

m
s ).

3.2. Color transfer branch
This branch adopts the architecture and training losses

proposed in BeautyGAN [16]. The main component is

a color-based makeup swapping network C that swaps

makeup color on cosmetic regions between the source and

the reference image: TmC
s , TnC

r := C(Tn
s , T

m
r ). To train C,

it uses a loss function as a weighted sum of the following:

• Adversarial Loss Ladv enforces the output maps TmC
s

and TnC
r to be in makeup and non-makeup domain,

respectively, using two discriminators,

• Cycle Consistency Loss Lcyc enforces the cycle con-

sistency constraints proposed by CycleGAN [32],

• Perceptual Loss Lper aims to preserve the identity be-

tween the before and after makeup transfer images by

using the VGG-16 model pre-trained on ImageNet,

• Histogram Matching Loss Lhist aims to match the

color distributions of the reference image and the

source image after makeup transfer.

The first three loss functions are common, so we omit

the detailed discussion here. The final loss, i.e., Lhist, is the

key loss function proposed by BeautyGAN for transferring

makeup color in cosmetic regions. It employs a Histogram

Matching (HM ) function that alters the histogram of the

source image to match the reference one in each of several

predefined regions: eye shadows, lips, and facial skin. The

total loss is a weighted sum of the regional losses:

Lhist = λeyes
L
eyes
hist + λlips

L
lips
hist + λskin

L
skin
hist , (3)

where λeyes, λlips, λskin are tunable hyper-parameters.

Each loss term Li
hist (i can be eyes, lips, or skin)

is the distance between the after-makeup image and the

histogram-matched version:

L
i
hist =

∣

∣

∣

∣TmC
s ⊙ Γi

s −HM(Tn
s ⊙ Γi

s, T
m
r ⊙ Γi

r)
∣

∣

∣

∣. (4)

where ⊙ is pixel-wise multiplication, Γi
s and Γi

r are the seg-

mentation masks for region i in the source and the reference

image, respectively.

In BeautyGAN, the cosmetic regions are not aligned;

they highly differ in size, location, and perspective warping.

It severely impacts the histogram match results, reducing

the effectiveness of this histogram loss. While being simi-

lar to BeautyGAN, our Color Transfer Branch uses the UV

texture maps for makeup swapping instead of the original

images. This seemingly small innovation actually leads to

much improvement. The texture maps are registered pixel-

to-pixel, enabling the histogram matching function to work

accurately. The region mask is image-invariant and equals

to a universal mask: Γi
s = Γi

r = Γi.

We observe that our Color Transfer Branch produces bet-

ter results compared to BeautyGAN. It captures not only

color but also structure and location of the cosmetic make-

ups, which is crucial to some makeup components such as

blushes. We will discuss more this result in Sec. 5.5.

3.3. Pattern transfer branch

Besides the Color Transfer Branch, we propose a novel

Pattern Transfer Branch aiming to detect and transfer the

pattern-based makeup components such as stickers, facial

drawings, and decorative accessories. When transferring

these patterns, we need to keep them unchanged in terms

of shape, texture, and location but warped to the target 3D

surface. In the natural image form, this process is compli-

cated, which includes segmenting the pattern, unwarping it,

and re-warping onto the target. Thanks to the UV position

map representation, we do not need the unwarping and re-

warping steps. The problem reduces to simple image seg-

mentation.

Given the input texture map Tm
r , we aim to extract a

binary segmentation mask for its makeup patterns. We

can do so by using any segmentation network. In our im-

plementation, a typical UNet structure with a pre-trained

Resnet-50 encoder is used. We employ dice loss for train-

ing: LDC = 2|Γgt∩Γ
pr|

|Γgt|+|Γpr| , where Γgt and Γpr are the ground

truth and predicted segmentation masks for the pattern.

To train this network, we need a makeup dataset with

annotated masks for the makeup patterns. However, such

datasets do not exist, so we developed ourselves a synthetic

dataset, called CPM-Synt-1, for image-mask pair training

data. Details of this dataset will be discussed in Sec. 4.2.

3.4. Combination

The output of the Pattern Transfer Branch is the pattern

mask Γm, while the output of the Color Transfer Branch is

an entire UV texture map TmC
s . The forms of these two

outputs are different, reflecting the fundamental differences

between two makeup categories. That is why we propose

two separate branches for dedicated processing.

To get the UV texture map for the source image with

the desired transferred makeup, we can combine the out-

puts of the two branches, by blending the reference makeup

pattern, defined by the predicted mask Γm, with the color-
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Figure 3: Features of makeup datasets. First row are from

MT [16] and LADN dataset [10]. The rest are from our

datasets: CPM-Real, CPM-Synt-1 and CPM-Synt-2.

transferred texture map TmC
s from the color transfer branch:

Tm
s = Tm

r ⊙ Γm + TmC
s ⊙ (1− Γm). (5)

Finally, we convert this texture map to the output image Ims ,

using the rendering function Ims = UV
−1(Ss, T

m
s ).

4. Color-&-Pattern Makeup (CPM) Datasets
Given the lack of annotated data with extreme makeup

styles for the development of in-the-wild makeup transfer

methods, we collected this type of data ourselves. In this

section, we describe our data collection and generation pro-

cedure that led to three Color and Pattern Makeup (CPM)

datasets, called CPM-Real, CPM-Synt-1, and CPM-Synt-2.

4.1. CPM-Real – In-the-Wild Makeup Dataset
This is a dataset of real faces with real in-the-wild make-

ups. It is very diverse in terms of makeup styles, contain-

ing both color and pattern makeups. The degree of makeup

can vary from light to heavy, from color-oriented to pattern-

driven. Many images contain extreme makeups, including

facial gems, face paintings, hennas, and festival makeups.

To compile this dataset, we first retrieved a set of initial

images using keyword searches (e.g., glitter makeup, festi-

val makeup, creative makeup, gems makeup, face painting).

We then used the MTCNN face detector [31] to detect and

crop faces in each image. We discarded faces smaller than

150×150. Finally, we manually removed low-quality and

inappropriate ones. The final set has 3895 makeup images,

which is 43% larger than the number of makeup images

in MT [16], the previously largest available makeup dataset.

This dataset is designed purely for testing purposes.

4.2. CPM-Synt-1 – Added Pattern Dataset

This is a dataset of real faces with synthetically added

makeup patterns. To build it, we needed a set of makeup

Pre-makeup
Reference

Style image

Pre-makeup
Source

Reference image 

Ground truthColor-makeup source 

Sticker

Color-makeup
reference

Figure 4: CPM-Synt-2 synthesizing process

#images Light Heavy Pattern

Unsupervised datasets

MT [16] 3834 ✓

LADN [10] 698 ✓ ✓

M-Wild [12] 772 ✓

CPM-Real (Ours) 3895 ✓ ✓ ✓

Supervised datasets

CPM-Synt-1 (Ours) 5555 ✓ ✓ ✓

CPM-Synt-2 (Ours) 1625 ✓ ✓

Table 1: Overview of makeup datasets

patterns. Unfortunately, automatic segmentation of makeup

patterns from real images was non-trivial, while manual an-

notation would be laborious due to the tiny little details in

many patterns such as henna. To circumvent this problem,

we collected some patterns from the Internet with keyword

search (e.g., flowers, crystals, gems, henna, daisy, leaf, tat-

too) to compile the so-called Stickers dataset with 577 high-

quality images. We only used PNG images that had alpha

channels, which could later be used for image blending.

Next, we applied the patterns on images from the MT

dataset [16]. As a pattern should conform to the face’s sur-

face, we did not directly blend the pattern to the face image.

Instead, we applied the blending process in the UV space.

The face image was first converted to a UV texture map,

as described in Sec. 3.1. We then blended the pattern on the

texture map using its alpha mask with random size, location,

and opacity. To make the makeup realistic, we set the pat-

tern’s size around the cheek size and put its location inside

the face but not at the center. Besides creating the blended

texture, we also kept the blending mask as ground-truth for

training pattern segmentation module (Sec. 3.3). Finally, we

rendered the blended texture to get the after-makeup facial

image, together with the sticker segmentation mask.

In total, CPM-Synt-1 has 5555 after-makeup images.

Each image is associated with the ground truth segmenta-

tion mask for the pattern and the corresponding UV maps.

This dataset split into disjoint training and testing subsets

of size 4182 and 1373, respectively. The subjects and the

makeup patterns in two subsets are disjointed.
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4.3. CPM-Synt-2 – Transferred Pattern Dataset

Despite having ground-truth labels, CPM-Synt-1 does

not follow the transfer setup, so it cannot be used to eval-

uate the pattern-based makeup transfer algorithms. Hence,

we built another synthetic dataset called CPM-Synt-2. This

dataset contains image triplets: (source image, reference

image, ground-truth), specially designed for the pattern-

transferred evaluation task.

One requirement for this test is to have the source and

the reference image of the same color-makeup style. Oth-

erwise, we need to impose color-makeup transfer in the

ground-truth image. Creating such ground-truth is nontriv-

ial, and no practical solution has been proposed. We can

start from non-makeup images, but even these images have

a visible cosmetic color difference that requires swapping.

To overcome the mentioned problem, we rely on an as-

sumption of makeup transfer stability: When using the same

reference image, a good makeup transfer method will out-

put images of the same makeup style. Based on this as-

sumption, we propose a method to construct the CPM-Synt-

2 dataset, as described in Fig. 4. First, two non-makeup

images are randomly picked from the MT dataset. Then,

we transfer both of them to the same makeup style n, de-

fined by a Color Style image, using BeautyGAN. This pro-

cess results in two images with the same color style, called

Color-makeup Source Ins and Color-makeup Reference Inr ,

respectively. Next, we blend the sticker into both images,

forming the ground-truth Igts and reference image Imr . Fi-

nally, the triplets (Ins , I
m
r , Igts ) are formed. CPM-Synt-2

consists of 1625 triplets for evaluation purposes.

5. Experiments

5.1. Implementation Details

We implemented our system with PyTorch. The UV con-

versation function UV and the inverse rendering module

were based on the existing code and model of PRNet [9].

We trained Pattern Transfer Branch and Color Transfer

Branch separately, using respective training datasets.

Color Transfer Branch. For fair comparisons with other

methods, we trained C on the MT dataset [16]. We aligned

and resized all images to 256×256 and then computed their

texture maps and facial segmentation in the UV space. The

color transfer branch was trained in an unsupervised man-

ner; in each iteration, we randomly sampled one makeup

and one non-makeup image to form a swapping pair.

The hyper-parameters were set as follows. The

weights for the loss components were: λadv=1, λcyc=10,

λper=0.005, and λhist=1. The weights for histogram

matching regions were: λskin=0.1, λeyes=1, and λlips=1.

Batch size was set to one. We used Adam optimizer with

learning rate 0.0002 to train the network until convergence.

Pattern Transfer Branch. This branch was trained with

supervised learning, using the CPM-Synt-1 dataset. Each

training image came with the pattern segmentation mask,

both having size 256×256. We utilized UNet structure with

Resnet-50 as the pre-trained encoder. Since the original seg-

mentation mask was non-binary, we used sigmoid as activa-

tion function. The model was trained for 300 epochs with

batch size 8, Adam optimizer, and learning rate 0.0001.

5.2. Qualitative experiments

We compared the proposed method to the state-of-the-

art methods, including DMT [30], BeautyGAN [16], LADN

[10], and PSGAN [12]. We skipped some baselines, such as

BeautyGlow [6] and CA-GAN [14] because they are both

color-only and have no released model. The evaluations

were conducted on both the existing and proposed datasets.

We present here a few qualitative results but more examples

can be found in the supplementary.

MT dataset. We conducted an experiment on the exist-

ing MT dataset [16] to examine the ability to transfer color-

based makeup styles. As can be seen in the first row of

Fig. 5, our model can capture well the lips’ color, similar

to the state-of-the-art BeautyGAN [16]. Moreover, thanks

to UV-based swapping solution, our method can success-

fully transfer the face blushes and is the only method that

captures the glowing skin foundation.

CPM-Synt-1 dataset. We evaluated the transfer results

with the presence of synthesized makeup patterns. For each

reference makeup in the test set of CPM-Synt-1, we ran-

domly picked a source image in the MT dataset and do

makeup transfer. A representative result is shown in the sec-

ond row of Fig. 5. Although the makeup pattern was unseen

during training, our network could capture its pattern well

and transport it to the output. All other methods, including

LADN, failed to handle such a complicated style.

CPM-Real dataset. Finally, we tested with real in-the-wild

makeup styles. This time, we used the reference makeup

in the CPM-Real dataset, while the source image was still

from the MT dataset. We present two examples in the

last rows of Fig. 5. Although providing realistic results,

color-based methods completely ignored facial drawings

and decoration. LADN could partially replicate the refer-

ence styles, but its results are unnatural and unappealing.

Our method could retain the makeup pattern details and re-

turn the results that are closest to desirable makeups.

5.3. User surveys

For the subjective evaluation of the results, we conducted

a user survey for each dataset above. Each survey con-

sisted of 20 questions. For each question, the participants

were asked to rank the after-makeup images from the best

to the worst. Subsequently, we assigned a score of 5 to the
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Figure 5: Qualitative Results

Dataset DMT BeautyGAN LADN PSGAN Ours

MT [16] 2.99 3.69 2.39 3.25 4.35

CPM-Synt-1 3.28 3.50 1.67 2.92 4.89

CPM-Real 2.50 2.87 2.24 2.76 4.60

Table 2: User survey results for the qualitative results from

three datasets. The numbers shown are the average user

ratings, with 5 being the perfect score and 1 the lowest. Our

method achieves the highest scores on all three surveys.

Dataset Metric DMT BGAN LADN PSGAN Ours

Synt-1 mIOU - - - - 0.788

Synt-2 MS-SSIM 0.918 0.918 0.656 0.723 0.977

Table 3: Ground-truth experiments: Pattern segmenta-

tion on CPM-Synt-1 (top row) and Makeup transfer on

CPM-Synt-2 (bottom row).

highest-ranked method, and 1 to the lowest one. There were

40 participants, leading to 800 answers for each survey.

The average survey scores are reported in Table 2. Our

method outperforms the others by a wide margin on all tests.

Its scores are close to the perfect score of 5, suggesting the

superiority of our method in almost all questions.

5.4. Ground-truth experiments

By building labelled datasets, we can conduct quantita-

tive experiments that have not been done in the previous

studies. We first compute our pattern segmentation net-

work’s accuracy, then evaluate the quality of the makeup-

transfer results produced by ours and baseline methods.

Makeup pattern segmentation. We evaluated the perfor-

mance of our pattern segmentation branch on the test set

of CPM-Synt-1, and the result is shown in the first row of

Table 3. Our pattern segmentation branch achieved 0.788

mIoU. It is not perfect, but sufficiently good for the down-

stream task of makeup transfer.

Makeup transfer quality. To quantitatively compare our

method and other baselines in the makeup-transfer setting,

we conducted experiments on the CPM-Synt-2 dataset. We

used the MS-SSIM metric to evaluate the quality of the

after-makeup images in comparison with ground-truth ones.

The average score for each method is reported in the second

row of Table 3. The MS-SSIM of our method is 0.977, sur-

passing the second method by a wide margin.

5.5. Ablation Studies

UV-based makeup transfer. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, the

UV representation is critical to the Pattern Branch. Fig. 7

shows in the first row a comparison between pattern in im-

age space and in UV space. Our method aligns the source

and target faces pixel-by-pixel, removing the differences in

3D poses, shapes, and expressions. Hence, we can transfer

the pattern easily and precisely.

Last row of Fig. 7 compares the makeup transfer re-

sults between BeautyGAN, trained on original faces, and

our Color Transfer Branch, trained on the UV space. As

can be seen, our method replicates the reference style much

more accurately. It preserves both the purple eye shadow

and the glowing skin foundation.

Identity preservation. We used ArcFace [8] to calcu-
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Source Reference 2Reference 1 Interpolated results

Figure 6: Makeup style interpolation. The middle images have makeup style interpolated from two reference styles with a

mixing parameter α.

ReferenceUVFaceSource

Figure 7: Benefits of the UV space to Pattern Transfer

Branch (first row) and Color Transfer Branch (second row).

From left to right: Source image, results obtained by train-

ing on the original image space, results obtained by training

on the UV space, and the reference image.

Source Color Pattern Color+Pattern Reference

Figure 8: Branch Analysis.

late the similarity score between the faces before and after

makeup transfer. The average similarity scores on the MT

and CPM-Synt-1 datasets are 0.851 and 0.781, respectively.

Based on the recommended face verification threshold of

0.5, our makeup transfer method preserves the identities of

the subjects. These similarity scores are lower than the max-

imum score of 1, but this is expected because real-life facial

makeup may also change facial characteristics dramatically.

Branch Analysis. Both color and pattern branches are vi-

tal, as illustrated in Fig. 8. The Color Transfer Branch alone

failed to bring the face drawings and stickers from the ref-

erence image to the target face. When using Pattern Branch

only, the lip color of the output image stays the same as the

original. We need to combine two branches to replicate all

makeup components of the reference image.

5.6. Interpolation and Partial Makeup Transfer

Interpolation. Makeup interpolation is an interesting ap-

plication of makeup transfer. While interpolating between

makeup patterns is not practical, interpolating between

makeup colors is pretty common and easy. Given a single

Reference makeup styles

Source Combined

eye-shadowlip skin

Partial makeup transfer results

Figure 9: Partial makeup transfer. First rows are different

styles. Second rows are results from partial makeup transfer

only (lip, eye-shadow, skin), and combination of all styles.

input image Ins and two reference styles Im1

r1
and Im2

r2
, we

can run two makeup transfer processes in parallel to get the

color-transferred texture maps Tm1

s and Tm2

s . We can then

mix these texture maps by a mixing parameter α ∈ [0, 1],
and render to get the interpolated output. Fig. 6 displays

some interpolated results in case one or two reference styles

are given. The results are smooth and natural, even in ex-

treme regions such as heavy eye-shadow and cheek color.

Partial makeup transfer. Further exploiting the UV posi-

tion map, we can use it together with facial segmentation

to perform partial makeup transfer. Instead of transferring

makeup on the entire face, we can do it on a face region

defined by some input mask. This controllable mechanism

was proposed in the previous works [6, 12] and can be eas-

ily implemented in our system. Fig. 9 provides an example

in which we transferred makeup partially for the lips, eye

shadow, and skin region, then generated a makeup compo-

sition on the entire face.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we extend the definition of the makeup

transfer task and propose a novel holistic framework to deal

with in-the-wild makeup styles. Makeup styles are now in-

terpreted as a combination of color-matching and pattern-

addition, respectively, solved by our Color Transfer Branch

and Pattern Transfer Branch. UV representation is incor-

porated to improve the results of both branches. The ex-

periments show our framework can achieve state-of-the-art

qualitative and quantitative results. Moreover, we propose

novel datasets to leverage makeup-transfer studies and en-

courage future development.
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